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Abstract: Icosahedral virus capsids demonstrate a high degree of selectivity in packaging cognate nucleic
acid genome components during virion assembly. The 36 nm icosahedral plant virus Red clover necrotic
mosaic virus (RCNMV) packages its two genomic ssRNAs via a specific capsid protein (CP) genomic
RNA interaction. A 20-nucleotide hairpin structure within the genomic RNA-2 hybridizes with RNA-1 to
form a bimolecular complex, which is the origin of assembly (OAS) in RCNMV that selectively recruits and
orients CP subunits initiating virion assembly. In this Article, an oligonucleotide mimic of the OAS sequence
was attached to Au, CoFe2O4, and CdSe nanoparticles ranging from 3 to 15 nm, followed by addition of
RNA-1 to form a synthetic OAS to direct the virion-like assembly by RCNMV CP. Dynamic light scattering
(DLS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements were consistent with the formation of
virus-like particles (VLPs) comparable in size to native RCNMV. Attempts to encapsidate nanoparticles
with diameters larger than 17 nm did not result in well-formed viral capsids. These results are consistent
with the presence of a 17 nm cavity in native RCNMV. Covalent linkage of the OAS to nanoparticles directs
RNA-dependent encapsidation and demonstrates that foreign cargo can be packaged into RCNMV virions.
The flexibility of the RCNMV CP to encapsidate different materials, as long as it is within encapsidation
constraint, is a critical factor to be considered as a drug delivery and diagnostic vehicle in biomedical
applications.

Nanoparticles with useful optical and magnetic properties
have been widely investigated as tools for biomedicine. The
addition of biomolecules on the surface provides a method to
create a multifunctional nanoparticle that is capable of cell-
specific targeting and diagnostic applications. For instance,
magnetic nanoparticles functionalized with tumor-targeting
molecules, chlorotoxin (Cltx), are able to target a specific site
for magnetic resonance imaging.1 Quantum dots conjugated with
Immunoglobulin (IgG) and streptavidin were studied to label
cancer cells.2 Gold nanoparticles conjugated with oligonucle-
otides were utilized as intracellular vectors for the control of
protein expression.3 The ability of protein to behave as a
stabilizer or targeting vector is dependent on the organization
of the protein structure on nanoparticles, which is often difficult
to control. Thus, it is desirable to find alternative strategies that
increase the control over surface chemistry and provide greater
control based on self-assembly properties. Generally, surfactants
and polymers have been used to increase particle stability and
proteins have been used to provide targeting capability. For
example, the poor water solubility of quantum dots is overcome

by using surfactants such as mercaptoalkanoic acids4 or
encapsulation by block copolymers.5 Synthetic polymers such
as polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)6 were also studied as a coating agent
to stabilize magnetic nanoparticles. Polyethylene glycol7 was
used to prepare stable gold nanoparticle suspensions for targeting
applications. Proteins such as bovine serum albumin (BSA)8,9

and streptavidin10 have long been used on nanoparticles to
provide multiple attachment sites for targeting peptides. How-
ever, it is difficult to determine the number of proteins associated
with the nanoparticle surface.

Viruses are natural protein cages with multiple functions.
Their size, load capacity, structural organization, and self-
assembly are desired characteristics that hold great promise for
biomedical applications. Studies have demonstrated that the
capsid ofCowpea chlorotic mottleVirus (CCMV) devoid of its
genome offers a constrained system that can be exploited as a
container and provide protection for an encapsulated cargo.11,12
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Genetically engineered CCMV protein subunit exhibits a
different charge environment inside the capsid to encapsulate a
range of drugs and nanoparticles.13 In addition, the outer surfaces
of viruses present a platform that can be chemically modified
to display peptides, oligonucleotides, fluorescent labels, or
nanoparticles.14-21 The attachment of artificial epitopes for
antigen presentation22 or nanoparticle magnetic resonance
imaging contrast agents23 on the virus protein surface enables
it to function as a medical diagnostic tool. Furthermore, the
ability of a virus to selectively target cells can be applied for
diagnostic or cell-specific targeting applications. For instance,
the adenoviral receptor-mediated endocytosis (RME) and nuclear
localization signals (NLS) are virus-derived peptides that have
been used as the most potent targeting agents.24,25

Red cloVer necrotic mosaicVirus (RCNMV), a plant virus
in the Dianthovirus genus, family Tombusviridae, consists of
180 identical protein subunits (37 kDa) arranged to form aT )
3 icosahedral virion with an outer diameter of 36 nm and an
inner cavity of∼17 nm.26 The RCNMV genome consists of
two single-stranded RNAs: a 3.9 kb RNA-1, which encodes
viral polymerase and capsid protein (CP), and a 1.5 kb RNA-2,
which encodes the virus movement protein.27 The RCNMV
virion structure has been determined to 8 Å resolution by cryo-
electron microscopy.26 The bulk of the genomic RNA forms a
T ) 1 inner cage, with a diameter of 17 nm, within the protein
capsid.26 Like many otherT ) 3 viruses,28 assembly of RCNMV
is initiated by recognition of CP by a bimolecular RNA structure,
known as the origin of assembly (OAS), which further leads to

assembly of the CP into a capsid. The requirement for an RNA-
RNA interaction prior to assembly of the CP provides a scaffold
to create a well-characterized nanoparticle structures.

Recently, we have demonstrated a new principle for nano-
particle nanoscale self-assembly.29 Nanoparticles were tethered
with an artificial RCNMV OAS, which consists of a 20-base
deoxyuridine-modified DNA oligonucleotide, which is the
analogue of the RNA-2 stem loop (5′-AGAGGUAUCGCCCC-
GCCUCU-3′). The sequence called DNA-2 hybridizes with full
length RNA-1 to form a functional artificial OAS. The artificial
OAS templates the assembly of RCNMV CP to form an
enclosed protein cage (Scheme 1). The preparation of virus-
like particle (VLP) with internal metallic cores is not unique to
RCNMV. Since the initial report of capturing nanoparticles by
self-assembly of CCMV in the presence of mineralized cores,12

more efficient and diverse methods have been developed.
Encapsulation of Au nanoparticles30,31and quantum dots32 within
the Brome mosaicVirus (BMV) protein shell independent of
RNA has been demonstrated. Internalization of nanoparticles
in VLPs can be prepared using the capsids as natural reactors
for scaffold synthesis.33-35 The inner surface of viral capsids
that formed in the absence of RNA can also be exploited as a
scaffold for the synthesis of inorganic materials.11,12Through a
pH-dependent gating mechanism, the protein shell of CCMV
swells and allows molecules to diffuse into the interior cage of
the virion through the opening of surface pores. The available
evidence suggests that the CCMV protein shell maintains its
integrity throughout the process. A more controlled assembly
approach to encapsidate nanoparticles by virus protein shell was
reported using synthetic DNA nucleotide sequence to mimic
the high affinity capsid binding site of native RNA in BMV.36

Using this method, we have been able to demonstrate
controlled self-assembly of the virus capsid protein around gold
nanoparticles of various sizes (5-15 nm). In the present study,
we further elucidated this method and extended it to magnetic
nanoparticles and quantum dots. The main objective of this
Article is to demonstrate that nanoparticles can be encapsidated
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Scheme 1. Schematic of Nanoparticles Encapsidation by RCNMV Coat Proteina

a (A) Conjugation of nanoparticle with DNA-2; (B) addition of RNA-1 interacts with DNA-2 to form the functional OAS; (C) the artificial OAS templates
the assembly of coat protein; and (D) formation of virus-like particle with nanoparticle encapsidated.
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by coat protein via a RNA-dependent manner, as opposed to
previous studies that utilized an RNA-independent interaction
for encapsulation of nanoparticles.

Materials and Methods

Nanoparticles and Quantum Dots. 5, 10, 15, and 20 nm Au
nanoparticles were purchased from Ted Pella Inc. Bis(p-sulfonatophe-
nyl)phenylphosphine dihydrate (BSPP) was used as received from Strem
Chemicals. Reagents to synthesize cobalt iron oxide, CoFe2O4 nano-
particles, which included CoCl2‚6H2O, FeCl2‚4H2O, and methylamine,
were obtained from Aldrich. Mercaptopropionic acid coated-quantum
dots (MPA-Qds) was received as a gift from Applied Biosystem, Inc.
∼1 mg of Qds was dissolved in a 1 mLsolution of 4-(dimethylamino-
pyridine) (DMAP) inN,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) (20 mg of DMAP
in 1 mL of DMF). The preparation of RCNMV CP and transcript
RNA-1 was as described previously.29

In Vitro Assembly of RCNMV Capsid Protein (CP).20 µL of
RCNMV CP (0.5 mg/mL) was brought up to a total volume of 100µL
with glycine-NaOH, pH 10. For the analysis of the pH effect onin
Vitro assembly, the RCNMV CP solution is dialyzed, using a Slide-
A-Lyzer Dialysis Cassette (10 kDa molecular weight cutoff) against
50 mM Tris buffer at three different pH’s (5.5, 6.0, and 6.5) for
overnight at room temperature. The assembled VLPs formed at each
pH are collected and analyzed by DLS.

Preparation of DNA Conjugated Nanoparticles. The 5′-thiol
deoxyuridine-modified DNA oligonucleotide, DNA-2, with the se-
quence SH-5′-AGAGGUAUCGCCCCGCCUCU-3′ was synthesized by
MWG Biotech. To deprotect the thiol group, 1 mL of a 100 mM
solution of dithiothreitol (DTT) was added to the DNA-2. This mixture
was allowed to react for 30 min at room temperature. Excess DTT
was removed using a Micro Bio-Spin P-30 purchased from Biorad.

DNA: Au Conjugates. Au nanoparticles coated with BSPP were
synthesized as described.37 A 1:300 mole ratio of Au nanoparticles to
DNA-2 was incubated at 37°C for 8 h in 100µL of 10 mM phosphate
buffer, pH 7. The mixture was then brought up to 500µL with 0.1 M
NaCl/10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7, and incubated for an additional
40 h. Unattached DNA was removed by centrifugation at 14 000 rpm
for 25 min. The supernatant, which consists of the unreacted DNA,
was removed followed by dispersed of the precipitation in 500µL of
10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7, and recentrifuged. This step was
repeated twice. The DNA/Au conjugates were then resuspended in 10
mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.

DNA: CoFe2O4 Synthesis and Conjugation.CoFe2O4 nanoparticles
with mean sizes of 4, 10, and 15 nm were synthesized as described.38

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and dynamic light scattering
(DLS) analysis of the nanoparticles confirmed a size variation of<30%
in each batch. 10 mg of CoFe2O4 nanoparticles was added with 50µL
of DNA-2 (96µM). The solution was allowed to stir overnight at room
temperature. DNA/CoFe2O4 conjugates were collected with a magnetic
bar and washed with 50% ethanol three times to remove unreacted
DNA-2.

DNA: Quantum Dot Conjugates.Mercaptopropionic acid coated-
quantum dots (MPA-Qds) were combined with DNA-2 in a mole ratio
of 1:40. The mixture was incubated in 37°C water bath for 12 h. The
solution was brought up to 500µL with 0.1 M NaCl/10 mM phosphate
buffer, pH 7, and incubated at 37°C for an additional 12 h. Unreacted
DNA-2 was removed by passing the reaction mixture through a
Microcon YM30 membrane.39

Encapsidation of Nanoparticles into VLPs. The nanoparticle
encapsidation protocol by RCNMV CP was as conducted essentially

as described previously.29 DNA/nanoparticle conjugates were added
with 1 µL of T7 RCNMV RNA-1 transcripts (4 mg/mL). This mixture
was allowed to incubate for 10 min, followed by the addition of 5µL
of purified RCNMV CP (10 mg/mL) harvested from wild-type virions
reared inNicotiana cleVelandii plants. Encapsidation reactions were
carried out by dialyzing the sample against 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 5.5,
overnight at room temperature, using a Slide-A-Lyzer Dialysis Cassette
(10 kDa molecular weight cutoff). VLPs encapsidated nanoparticles
were isolated by ultra centrifugation through a sucrose cushion at
218 000g for 20 min in a SW-55 rotor with a model L8-70 Beckman
ultracentrifuge.

Optical Characterization of VLPs Encapsidated Nanoparticle.
UV-vis absorption spectra were carried out on an Hewlett-Packard
HP8453 diode array absorption spectrophotometer. TEM images were
acquired using a (Philips) CM12 electron microscope operating at 100
kV accelerating voltage located at University of North Carolina, School
of Dentistry, Chapel Hill, NC. Images were created with a Gatan 780
DualView camera system. All TEM samples, unless otherwise noted,
were negatively stained with 2% uranyl acetate to enhance image
contrast. Samples were prepared by placing 10µL of VLPs encapsidated
nanoparticles solution onto a carbon-coated grid and stained with 2%
uranyl acetate. Excess liquid was blotted, and the grid was allowed to
dry. Digital micrograph software was used to measure the diameters
of the virus-like particles and inner cores from the TEM images. High-
resolution TEM and electron diffraction pattern images were recorded
with a JEOL 2010F TEM, operating at 200 kV accelerating voltage
from the Department of Materials Science and Engineering, North
Carolina State University. DLS data were collected on a Malvern
Zetasizer 1000HS spectrometer. The scattering data were best fit using
the Contin algorithm.

Results

Characterization of the in Vitro Assembly of RCNMV
Capsid Protein (CP).The in Vitro assembly properties of the
CP were investigated to determine the suitability of RCNMV
CP to encapsidate nanoparticles. The reassembly of CP isolated
from RCNMV virions in the absence of genomic RNA was
determined at pH’s 5.5, 6.0, and 6.5. These capsids devoid of
RNA are considered empty capsids. The apparent diameter of
the empty capsids measured using DLS at three pH values is
given in Table 1. Comparing the diameter of particles formed
under these pH’s, empty particles formed at pH 5.5 were
observed to have the diameter closest to the native RCNMV.
Further analysis by TEM indicated that VLP devoid of the virus
genome formed at this pH was observed to have different
morphologies29 and was unable to withstand centrifugation.
From these data, we conclude (1) that pH 5.5 is chosen for
subsequent encapsidation experiments, because this pH yields
particle with the diameter closest to that of the native RCNMV,
and (2) VLPs devoid of the virus genome have a diameter of
∼30 nm with a different morphology. The formation of smaller
than native VLP was also shown forSouthern bean mosaic
Virus40 where the CP was found to formT ) 1 particles when
placed in favorable conditions in the absence of viral RNA.
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Table 1. DLS Measurement of the Mean Hydrodynamic Diameter
(DH) of Empty VLPs Formed at Various pH Values

pH
mean hydrodynamic

diameter (DH), nm

5.5 29.8( 3.0
6.0 45.6( 2.0
6.5 48.5( 2.3, 73.1( 2.0
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Characterization of the in Vitro Properties of the Synthetic
OAS Element. The synthetic DNA-2 must hybridize with
RNA-1 to function as a synthetic OAS. The OAS of RCNMV
was comprised of two regions of the viral genome that interact
to form a pseudoknot-like structural complex.41 Two experi-
ments were performed to determine whether DNA-2 forms a
similar complex. First, the thermodynamic properties of the
synthetic DNA-2 were determined by UV monitored thermal
denaturation. Analysis of the thermodynamic parameters reveals
that the synthetic DNA-2 contains two stable conformations
(Table 2). The duplex form is observed in the millimolar range
of DNA-2 concentration, particularly at high NaCl concentration.
However, the hairpin conformation has the largest population
at low concentration. Thus, hairpin formation is dominant at
the low concentration (nM) of DNA-2 used in the encapsidation
experiment. The observed melt temperatures,Tm, are consistent
with the existence of a hairpin as the dominant form (Table 2).
The table also includes the theoreticalTm values for both the
duplex and the hairpin.42 Duplex formation was observed in
NMR spectra and UV melt profiles at millimolar and micro-
molar concentrations of DNA-2, respectively (data not shown).

The ability of the synthetic DNA-2 to bind to RNA-1, as
shown in Figure 1A, was studied by a band shift assay. It has
previously been shown that the native OAS was comprised of
a bimolecular complex RNA-2 with short oligonucleotide
analogues of RNA-1in Vitro.43 The interaction of DNA-2 (20-
mer) with RNA-1 (8-mer oligonucleotide) was observed using
a band shift assay shown in Figure 1B. The apparent association
constant was similar for both the artificial OAS (DNA-2/RNA-
1) and the native OAS (RNA-2/RNA-1).41

Encapsidation of 5, 10, and 15 nm Au Nanoparticles.
Given that RCNMV CP will self-assemble to produce different
sizes and morphologies of VLPs under a range of conditions,
experiments were performed to determine if nanoparticles would
act as nucleating cores for CP self-assembly. Encapsidation of
5, 10, and 15 nm of Au conjugated with oligonucleotide DNA-
2, analogue of the RNA-2 of OAS, has been described
previously.29 After VLPs were purified through a 50% sucrose
cushion centrifugation, TEM images showed VLPs consist of
closed protein shell, with an electron dense inner core.29 The
purified VLPs were homogeneous in size with an average
diameter of 33.5( 3.0 nm (15-25 VLPs per grid square), 30.0
( 3.0 nm (5-10 VLPs per grid square), and 34.0( 2.0 nm
(30-50 VLPs per grid square), for encapsidation of 5, 10, and
15 nm Au, respectively. The average sizes of the electron dense
VLPs inner cores were consistent with the size of Au nanopar-
ticles used in these encapsidation experiments (Table 3). The
attempt to encapsidate a 20 nm Au nanoparticle yielded no VLPs
even before the purification procedure was employed. The lack
of assembly around a 20 nm particle is consistent with an upper
packaging constraint equaling the 17 nm cavity in wild-type
virions. The failure to encapsidate a 20 nm Au nanoparticle
provides additional evidence that 5, 10, and 15 nm Au
nanoparticles were in fact encapsidated within RCNMV CP,
because nonspecific coating of a nanoparticle by CP does not
rely on the size of Au nanoparticle.

The 50% sucrose cushion required to concentrate the VLPs
encapsidated Au, as compared to the 20% sucrose utilized in
native virion purification, indicated the significant structural
robustness of the VLPs. To further determine the difference in
density, VLPs encapsidated Au was subjected to 20-50%
sucrose gradient centrifugation. The VLP encapsidated Au was
observed to sediment at lower band (heavier density) than the
native RCNMV (Supporting Information). The absorbance
profile on fractionated sucrose gradient indicated that the highest
value of absorbance for both protein (A280nm) and Au (A520nm)
of VLP encapsidated Au was at fraction 1, equivalent to 50%
sucrose. In comparison, native RCNMV was detected at fraction
8, which corresponded to 20% sucrose. Based on the refractive
index measurements, the density of VLP encapsidated Au was
1.2299 g/mL, as compared to native RCNMV, which was
1.1368 g/mL.

The VLP encapsidated Au was subjected to a 2% agarose
gel electrophoresis. When compared to DNA-modified Au and
unmodified Au, a significant reduction in mobility was observed
for Au after CP packaging, providing physical evidence of VLPs
formation. Absorbance measurements showed that the plasmon
resonance of encapsidated Au shifted to 530 nm as compared
to 520 nm of Au before encapsidation (see Supporting Informa-
tion). The red-shift of plasmon resonance was probably due to
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Res.2004, 32, 2819-2828.
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832.

Table 2. Experimental and Theoretical Melting Temperature, Tm
(°C), of DNA-2 (20-mer) at Three Different Concentrations

melting temperature, Tm (°C)

theoreticalconcentrations of
DNA (µM) experimental duplex42 hairpin44

0.2 43.5( 0.5 -6.5 43.5
2 45.2( 0.7 1.5 43.5

16 43.9( 0.6 9.1 43.5

Figure 1. (A) The sequences of DNA-2 and RNA-1 are depicted in the
kissing loop complex that comprises a model for the OAS. (B) Gel shift
assay to measure the binding constant for interaction of the DNA-2 (20-
mer) with the RNA-1 (8-mer oligonucleotide).

Table 3. Effect of Encapsidated Nanoparticle Diameter on the
Inner and Outer Diameters of VLP As Measured by TEM

nanoparticle diameter (nm) VLP outer diameter (nm) VLP inner diameter (nm)

Au (5.0( 0.5 nm) 30.0( 3.0 6.0( 0.5
Au (10.0( 1.0 nm) 33.5( 3.0 10.0( 2.0
Au (15.0( 1.5 nm) 34.0( 2.0 15.0( 2.0
CoFe2O4 (4.0( 1.2 nm) 33.1( 2.2 4.0( 0.5
CoFe2O4 (10.0( 3.0 nm) 34.2( 1.4 9.8( 1.1
CoFe2O4 (15.0( 4.5 nm) 34.0( 2.0 15.0( 2.0
quantum dots (4.0( 1.0 nm) 31.6( 3.3 4.0( 1.5
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the increase of the refractive index in response to the protein
layer.45 Preliminary studies to characterize the encapsidated Au
by selected area electron diffraction revealed that the charac-
teristic rings matched with the known reflecting planes of fcc
Au. Moreover, analyses by HR-TEM indicated that lattice
fringes were observed on Au encapsidated by VLP. The
combination of electron diffraction and HR-TEM analyses
indicated the composition of Au remained even after encapsi-
dation by VLP.

The OAS attachment to Au nanoparticles was also character-
ized. VLP encapsidated Au nanoparticles were exposed to pH
> 9 to induce structural disruption. Phenol extraction was
performed to precipitate RNA-1. Based on the measured
absorbance, the ratio of RNA-1 to Au nanoparticle was
determined to be 1:1 using the UV-vis extinction coefficient
(data not shown). This ratio is also consistent with the observed
ratio of RNA-1 to CP. TheA260/A280 ratio of native RCNMV is
1.6. Based on the absorbance measurement, the ratio of DNA/
RNA (A260) to protein (A280) of VLP is 1.43, which is
approximately 10% lower than native virus as expected because
the VLP consists of native RNA-1 (3.9 kb) and DNA-2, which
is a sequence of only 20 nucleotides in place of native RNA-2,
which is 1.5 kb.

Control experiments were performed that included encapsi-
dation of Au-coated BSPP (in the absence of OAS), a random
DNA sequence to replace DNA-2, and a random ssRNA
sequence to replace RNA-1. No VLPs were observed after
purification. This control experiment validates the requirement
of the OAS for nanoparticle encapsidation and VLPs assembly.29

Encapsidation of 4, 10, and 15 nm CoFe2O4 Nanoparticles.
To further study the versatility of RCNMV CP as an agent for
encapsidation, the methods described above were applied to 4,
10, and 15 nm CoFe2O4 nanoparticles. Prior to VLP purification,
TEM images indicated the presence of VLPs encapsidated
CoFe2O4 nanoparticles, empty VLPs, minor aggregation of
CoFe2O4 nanoparticles, as well as failed products (CoFe2O4

nanoparticles that were not fully covered by CP) (Figure 2B).

Following the initial mixing, the sample was collected and
concentrated using a magnetic bar to separate VLPs encapsidated
CoFe2O4 nanoparticles from excess CP and empty VLPs. The
sample was further purified through a 30% sucrose cushion by
ultra-centrifugation to remove aggregated CoFe2O4 nanoparticle
and other failed products. Figure 3 shows TEM images of VLPs
encapsidated CoFe2O4 purified by magnetic concentration and
centrifugation. A negative stain of the sample showed the
presence of the intact protein shell encapsidated CoFe2O4

nanoparticles. Encapsidation of 4, 10, and 15 nm CoFe2O4

nanoparticles yields 33.1( 2.2 nm (8-20 VLPs per grid
square), 34.2( 1.4 nm (9-13 VLPs per grid square), and 34.0
( 2.0 nm (40-55 VLPs per grid square) diameter VLPs,
respectively. In an unstained sample, the measured inner cores
were observed to be consistent with the diameter of the CoFe2O4

nanoparticles used in the assembly procedure (Table 3). The
attempts to encapsidate nanoparticles>15 nm in diameter led
to the formation of unstable particles that did not withstand
purification by sucrose cushion centrifugation, which is con-
sistent with the results obtained when the encapsidation experi-
ment was performed on 20 nm Au nanoparticles.

Characterization of encapsidated CoFe2O4 performed by XPS
indicated that the spectra for Co 2p and Fe 2p of CoFe2O4

nanoparticles before and after encapsidation by VLP showed a
similar group of peaks (Supporting Information). The Co 2p3/2

peak from CoFe2O4 encapsidated by VLP (binding energy of
772.49 eV) was observed to match the binding energy of Co
2p3/2 for CoFe2O4 nanoparticles before encapsidation. A similar
observation was also reported for Fe 2p, where the peak that
corresponded to Fe 2p3/2 (binding energy of 704.89 eV) for
CoFe2O4 nanoparticles before encapsidation coincided with Fe
2p3/2 for CoFe2O4 encapsidated by VLP.

DLS analysis of VLPs encapsidated 10 nm CoFe2O4 nano-
particles indicated that VLP exhibited pH-dependent swelling
comparable to native RCNMV (Figure 4A). When exposed to
pH 8, the diameter of VLPs increased from 33.5( 3.0 to 54.2
( 3.0 nm. At pH > 9, VLPs disassembled to release the
encapsidated CoFe2O4 nanoparticles as indicated in Figure 4B.
The lower peak (11.3 nm) corresponds to CoFe2O4 nanopar-

(44) Dimitrov, R. A.; Zuker, M.Biophys. J.2004, 87, 215-226.
(45) Henglein, A.; Mulvaney, P.; Linnert, T.Faraday Discuss.1991, 31-44.

Figure 2. TEM images of (A) 4 nm CoFe2O4 nanoparticles, (B) negatively stained sample of VLP encapsidated 4 nm CoFe2O4 nanoparticles prior to
purification, and (C) unstained sample of VLP encapsidated 4 nm CoFe2O4 nanoparticles after purification.

Figure 3. Negatively stained TEM images of VLP encapsidated (D) 4 nm CoFe2O4, (E) 10 nm CoFe2O4, and (F) 15 nm CoFe2O4 nanoparticles after
purification.
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ticles, while the higher peak (81.0 nm) indicated the disrupted
VLPs. These data also support the hypothesis that the CoFe2O4

nanoparticles were encapsidated within CP and not attached on
the outer surface of the protein. If nanoparticles were attached
on the outer protein shell, high pH VLP disruption would result
in a single peak with the nanoparticles remaining attached on
disrupted CP.

Encapsidation of Quantum Dots (Qds).Encapsidation of
quantum dots was carried out using procedures similar to those
described above. Analysis of TEM images before purification
indicated a large amount of empty particles and distorted VLP
(Figure 5B). After purification by centrifugation through a 50%
sucrose cushion, these empty particles and distorted VLPs were
not observed. When an identical sample was negatively stained,
the protein cage remained intact and surrounded the interior
core (Figure 5C). The VLPs (5-15 VLPs per grid square) were
found to be homogeneous in size with an average diameter of
31.6 ( 3.3 nm and an electron-dense core with an average
diameter of 4 nm, commensurate in size with the quantum dots.
The remaining VLPs after isolation process indicated the high
stability of the encapsidation of quantum dots by RCNMV CP.
Preliminary studies on encapsidated Qds were performed on
the basis of fluorescence measurements. The emission wave-
length of Qds encapsidated by VLP appeared to be shifted 1-2
nm as compared to the Qds before encapsidation (Supporting
Information). This result is consistent with the observation
reported for Qds packaged by BMV where a shift of emission
wavelength was also detected.32

Discussion

The present study demonstrates a novel method that utilizes
the RCNMV OAS to direct self-assembly of virus CP that leads
to encapsidation of nanoparticles within the protein shell. A
functional 20-nucleotide deoxyuridine-modified DNA analogue
of the RNA-2 of OAS is attached to a nanoparticle and then
base-paired through an 8-nucleotide complementary sequence
in genomic RNA-1 (3.9 kb total length) to form the functional
OAS. Nanoparticles presenting the OAS can nucleate the self-

assembly of the capsid protein. The requirement of these
elements for VLP formation is similar to the elements for native
RNA-dependent encapsidation of RCNMV. This method yields
uniform sized of VLP, independent of the composites and sizes
of cores used in this Article. The average diameter of the VLP
formed from the seven different cores tested, 32.8 nm, was less
than that of the native virus at 36.6 nm. Attempts to encapsidate
nanoparticles with diameters larger than 17 nm failed to yield
well-formed VLPs. In other words, the critical limit for
encapsidation of nanoparticles is<17 nm. This observation is
expected as structural studies indicate the inner cavity of the
virus to be approximately 17 nm in diameter.26

A common aspect in thein Vitro self-assembly of icosahedral
plant viruses is the use of pH to facilitate capsomere as-
sembly.46,47 A pH reduction likely ionizes the many charged
residues characteristic of CP, resulting in protein-protein and
RNA-protein interactions that promote capsid assembly to form
native-like particles.48 For BMV, the balance of electrostatic
charges can be achieved for the VLP encapsidation by coating
the surface of nanoparticles by DNA or PEG.31,36For RCNMV,
the requirement for encapsidation of a nanoparticle to form VLP
is dependent on the presence of two critical components: the
OAS and a nucleating core of appropriate size. The absence of
either one of these components either prevented formation of
VLPs or generated VLPs that were significantly smaller than
the native virion. The requirement for RNA to form stable VLP
for TombusViridae suggested a different self-assembly mecha-
nism may be involved as compared to bromoviridae.

The self-assembly design process and VLP formed in the
present study may have advantages over other approaches. The
requirement for a synthetic DNA element and an RNA scaffold
affords a unique kind of control over the assembly process. This
approach to VLP preparation is a straightforward method that
can be applied to a wide range of starting materials, with an

(46) Ren, Y. P.; Wong, S. M.; Lim, L. Y.J. Gen. Virol.2006, 87, 2749-2754.
(47) Phelps, J. P.; Dao, P.; Jin, H. F.; Rasochova, L.J. Biotechnol.2007, 128,

290-296.
(48) Fox, J.Virology 1998, 244, 212-218.

Figure 4. (A) Hydrodynamic radius of native RCNMV and VLP encapsidated 10 nm CoFe2O4 in the range of pH 4.5-8 as determined by DLS. (B) DLS
of VLP encapsidated 10 nm CoFe2O4 at pH > 9. Structural disruption of VLP indicated the release of encapsidated CoFe2O4 nanoparticles.

Figure 5. TEM images of (A) 4 nm quantum dots, (B) negatively stained sample of VLP encapsidated quantum dots prior to purification, (C) negatively
stained sample of VLP encapsidated quantum dots after purification, and (D) unstained sample of VLP encapsidated quantum dots after purification.
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array of useful properties, to produce a uniform product. The
sizes of VLP produced are significantly smaller than those
reported for most other non-viral nanoparticle approaches.49

While it is unclear if there is an optimal size for diagnostic and
therapeutic nanoparticles, a VLP in the 30 nm range is small
enough to be delivered directly to the nucleus of mammalian
cells by passing through the nuclear membrane pores. An
additional advantage of this method is the ability of the particles
to withstand magnetic or centrifugation purification, which
demonstrates a structural integrity that is necessary to obtain
usable quantities of material for any biomedical application. This
protein surface of this VLP can also serve as a platform for
peptide-conjugation, which further enhances the functionality
of the particle. The VLPs obtained by the method reported here

have advantages that can address problems associated with the
use of nanoparticles in biomedical applications.
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